The Rise of Progressive Cities East and West

PARIS, 11-12 MAY 2015
MONDAY, 11 MAY

9:15 Welcome address by Carle BONAFOUS-MURAT, President of the Sorbonne Nouvelle

9:30 - 9:45 OPENING SESSION
Introductory remarks by Romain GARBAYE (Sorbonne Nouvelle), Mike DOUGLASS (NUS) and KC HO (NUS)

9:45 - 10:45 SESSION 1 • Towards progressive cities
Chair: Martine DROZDZ

Mike DOUGLASS (NUS) and Myungrae CHO (Dankook University, Korea)
Making a Progressive City – The Seoul Experience

10:45 - 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 - 12:15 SESSION 2 • Participative Democracy in 21st Century Cities
Chair: KC HO

Yves CABANNES (UCL London)
Participative Budgeting in Chengdu, China

Cécile DOUSTALY (Université de Cergy/CREW Sorbonne Nouvelle)
Participative Democracy and Vernacular Neighbourhoods: How Can Progressive Cities Listen to Their Own Voices

12:15 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 14:45 SESSION 3 • Resistance and Progress in 21st Century Cities
Chair: Corinne NATIVEL

KC HO (NUS)
Cities of Protest and Cities of Progress

Romain GARBAYE (Sorbonne Nouvelle)
From Antiracism and Multiculturalism to ‘Cohesion’: the Cautionary Tale of British cities

14:45 - 16:00 SESSION 4 • Constructing Progressive Cities
Chair: Yves CABANNES

Rita PADAWANGI (NUS)
Constructing Progressiveness: The Complexity of Progressive Cities in Surakarta and Surabaya
Jean-Baptiste VELUT (Sorbonne Nouvelle)
*Toward a Metropolitan Social Revolution? The Promises and Perils of U.S. Local Labor Ordinances*

16:00 Coffee break

16:15 - 17:30 **SESSION 5 • Urban challenges and Progressives agendas**
Chair: Rita PADAWANGI

David FÉE (Sorbonne Nouvelle)
*Housing in London: Progressive Policies in a World City?*

Naomi AOKI (NUS)
*A Tsunami-Ravaged Town Becomes Progressive to Survive and Revive*

19:00 Conference dinner

---

**TUESDAY, 12 MAY**

9:30 - 10:45 **SESSION 6 • Social Exclusion and Progressive Experiments**
Chair: Mike DOUGLASS

Corinne NATIVEL (UPEC/CREW Sorbonne Nouvelle)
*Tackling In-Work Poverty: How Progressive is the London Living Wage?*

Martine DROZDZ (Université Sorbonne-Paris IV)
*Urban Regeneration in London and Paris at a Time of Metropolitan Governance: the Challenge for a Progressive Agenda*

10:45 - 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 - 12:15 **SESSION 7 • Creativity and Progressive Cities**
Chair: Myungrae CHO

Yumin JOO (NUS)
*Reinventing the Creative City Policy: When a Slum Meets Creative Cultural Economies*

Jérémie MOLHO (Université d’Angers)
*Toward the Progressive Scene: Creative Activism in Marseille and Istanbul*

12:15 Lunch

15:00 - 19:00 **STUDY TOUR of a northern Parisian district** (18th arrondissement)
led by the Paris team
To reach the Salle Bourjac at the Sorbonne:
Subway: Cluny Sorbonne (line 10).

**UNIVERSITÉ SORBONNE NOUVELLE - PARIS 3**
Salle Bourjac, 17 rue de la Sorbonne, 75005 Paris

A limited public is welcome upon prior registration, please contact Romain Garbaye at: romain.garbaye@univ-paris3.fr before 4 May.

This event is organised by the Sorbonne Nouvelle-National University of Singapore (NUS) collaborative project on Progressive Cities (2014-2015), with the support of Sorbonne Paris Cité (SPC) as part of the SPC-NUS partnership, and the additional support of CREW-Sorbonne Nouvelle (CREC, CERVEPAS, and ‘democracy and society’ theme).